
BEECH CLEARANCES
& AUCTIONS
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HOUSE CLEARANCE SPECIALISTS - BRINGING 'LOTS' FRESH TO THE MARKET

FULL STEAM AHEAD! 

Online auction platform built here in Callington, presents our 

2nd Tools & Man Cave Auction on the 23rd-26th September.  

It includes the rare opportunity to purchase an 

Aveling & Porter 2" scale Steamroller (road roller) being of nearly

completed/part built kit form, a Marshall 1  1/2" scale portable steam

engine & other live steam model examples.
 

If you prefer something more ready to roll, then the smaller 

commercially produced Mamod, & WIlesco examples, 

some in original boxes may be more likely to toot your whistle! 

If your bent is more towards electric or clockwork then the 

Scalextric or Hornby sets & other models, toys and gadgets, 

are likely to get your wheels spinning!  

See page 4 for more details.

Did you know?

 A steam driver wrote a book on how to make hot drinks from just steam,

   it was a novel tea! The image of the author helped his selfie steam!

If you want to buy a steam roller.........we won't stand in your way! :D
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It's simply how we roll!



Our own online auction platform was built within

our website during the second lock down period.

This facility offers timed online auctions with full

descriptions, multi images, dimensions and 

 condition reports, to aid our buyers. Once familiar

with our system, most are finding it easy to use,

although frustrating if you get pipped at the post in

the last second. Either bid early or take your chance

in the last few seconds & remember to refresh your

page when doing the latter!

The last sale saw our first use of embedded videos

within the description, on lots such as the compact

tractor and ride on mower, so clients may see &

hear the engines running and watch them in action

working. The facility to 'Ask the Auctioneer' a

question is available on each lot too, to ensure that

you do not buy a lemon by mistake!

PLATFORM IS 
FRUITFUL FOR HOUSE
CLEARANCE CLIENTS - WITH
NO SERVING OF LEMONS

   BUSY GAVEL "TIME FOR GIN"
 
 
 
 
 

ALL SET FOR DINNER
 
 
 

Kubota Compact Tractor sells with the aid of a
video embedded in the auction lot description.

 
Snap On cabinet tops it's £400-600 estimate



PULL UP A CHAIR & REFLECT ON THE RESULTS
Some super results from

honest & detailed descriptions

Climate was
right for

quality tables



Steaming into the 2nd Sale
Aveling and Porter 

was a British agricultural engine &
steamroller (road roller) manufacturer. 

 
Thomas Aveling and Richard Thomas

Porter entered into partnership in 1862,
and developed a steam engine three

years later in 1865.
 

The rare opportunity has arisen to
purchase a number of large scale live

steam  models including a 2"scale
steam roller by Aveling & Porter
with blue print copy from 1970s

(approx. 3ft long once completed)A full size example 'Titanic'

Jack of all trades had unfinished model projects
 

One of our deceased estate clearances has turned out
to be a treasure trove of exciting lots for Beech . 
Being female brought up in a workshop alongside a
highly skilled craftsman, there is always a fight between
myself and our removal lads to see who can get into the
outbuildings first, as that is often when the treasure is
buried. There is nothing more exciting as an auctioneer
than going through someone's workshop, with a level of
respect for how precious the contents will have been to
the owner, whether high quality or no. 
We pride ourselves on being a great tag team of ferrets,
who rarely miss anything retrievable!

To find boxed Mamod & Wilesco commercially mass
produced models is fabulous, but to find near to
finished 1" & 1 1/2 " scale model beam engines is a
different story. Then to find a Marshall 1 1/2" Portable
Steam Engine (road tractor) was super, only to be
topped by finding a 2" scale Aveling & Porter Steam
roller,  fantastic! The mass of blueprints/copies and
parts have been painstakingly married up to the correct
models. (hence why they weren't forward in the 1st
Tools & Man Cave auction and were held for the 2nd
auction running from 23rd-26th September, to make
sure the sorting is correct.) The blueprints for the
Marshall portable engine are dated 1940 & it is 75%
complete. The steam roller's papers are dated 1970s &
at 2" scale will be approx 3 feet long once finished.
These fetch staggering prices completed and this is a
golden opportunity for an exciting investment project,
with many built far enough, to have been put into their
livery colours. It must be stressed that these are being
sold as part built kit form and it is imperative that the
new owners do get the boilers once completed,
professionally pressure tested for their own safety
before the models are used.  ALL NO RESERVE!

Above & Below: Marshall portable steam engine
Top Right: Cast iron Marshall plate. Right: Rare Pegasus upright

2 Stuart Beam Engines
& boxes of parts

Whistles & gauges etc.



When will we be back in the room?
For those new online clients, especially re-locators, you may
not know that prior to the pandemic, we held regular large
auctions on our Beech site in Callington.
The room would be packed with 200+ people, it was not only a
pleasure to be on the podium, but it was also a social hub for
those attending. We hear daily how much the sales are missed.
We built our own auction platform for a reason, as the
business was going to have to re-invent itself at some point.
The pandemic brought this change earlier than we expected.
With the huge steel shutter acting like a radiator, clients know
it was always either roasting hot or freezing cold in our
saleroom, add the lack of  air flow during lock downs, the
concrete cancer in the roof has escalated to the extent, that I
made the decision to no longer allow the public into the room.
Many would no longer wish to be in a packed room again
anyway, which made the decision a little easier. Although we
pledged to remain traditional, the whole world has had to
accept virtually everything now being 'online'

 
We now operate online only, on our own auction platform,

 running the room as a non public access warehouse. 
This will continue for 2021 into 2022. 

 

Yamaha Dirt Bike &
Motorbike Bench Lift

forward for our next sale
23rd-26th September Sale

A recent call saw us clearing the property of an ex- Blood Bikes volunteer and Legion
Rider.  The contents of his house, garage and sheds are forward for auction. With his
BMW Motorbike having been kindly donated to Blood Bikes, whose volunteers provide
a professional rapid response medical transport service to the NHS.

A Yamaha Dirt Bike is forward with key but no documents. The property was
thoroughly searched but the log book was not found. Having briefly tested it in our
field, we confirm that it is in rideable order, although when wanting to take a video of
it, I have not been able to start it again as of yet (maybe a fuse or solenoid)  In the
same garage was a motorbike bench lift, which is invaluable for working on a
motorbike at table height. There is a multitude of tools, as well as the second half of
the clearance of a workshop, which saw the Snap On cabinets and tools forward. 
 From a further 2 clearances, by coincidence, all happening  to be garages rather than
houses, are some Dewalt power tools, still in their unopened packaging and many
boxes of assorted tools, chainsaw, a range of good quality modern and vintage push
bicycles and an array of man cave curios and gadgets!  All Great Fun! The catalogue
will be available Tuesday-Wednesday next week depending on interruptions.

The Four Oaks Spraying Machine Co. 
was established in 1902 

A rare example of their Farmer Deluxe model

spraying machine is a great barn find!

The rarity is in its condition and being almost

complete. The corrugated and riveted galvanised

bucket was an upgrade from their standard pail

pattern, aimed at farmers to withstand trampling by

cattle etc, when being used for fly treatment or for

general disinfecting in the milking parlour. With its

brass plate to the front, the buckets are desireable

on their own, as well as being often seperated from

the rest of the machine for practical use purposes.

This one has its brass sieve pan (often missing) and

also has its upright pump with wrapped rubber hose

(just missing the spray nozzle, but the knapsack

examples are often found and are a universal fit)

WIth a couple of minor worm holes to the t bar

handle, it is in remarkable condition for its age. 

 Estimate:£60-90

STYLISH
TWIST

An early C20th Oak
swivel office chair is
a good example of

its type. Most
probably by the

Hillcrest Company
(lozenge is worn)
with lathe back,

steam bent sides,
rexine seat and

tigered base
the condition is

very good. 
turning up with

No Reserve!
 

HABERDASHERY  &
CRAFT

Thank you for 
being patient

awaiting this sale
We have some ex-
retail stock still to

arrive & then the date
will be set asap!



Left: Callington Carriage Driving Club
Below right: 
Dutch Street Organ

Smurf's very own
 picnic box

BEECH
PARK
FARM
NEWS

Thank you Eleanor for being
Smurf's handler for the day!

Thanks to 
The Snack Stop

of Callington for Smurf's 
very own picnic box

they still found time for the
community even on their

busy day of locally delivering
97 Sunday Roast Dinners!  

as Smurf attends the community event
Picnic in the Park

TALL ORDER FOR A LITTLE CHAP

The Picnic in the Park event was organised by the new
Callington Town Forum team. Support came in from

many local groups, clubs and community members in
a show of unity,  much needed after a difficult year.

We have such an array of contacts via saleroom clients, that with a little
help from our friends, we could assist the Town Forum in getting extra 

attractions for the community to enjoy. So whilst John Courtis better
known to most as handyman Odd Job John of Callington, helped us move

chairs and tables from the saleroom to the event site, Eleanor of 
Eleanor's Animal Solutions took of the role of bathing Smurf & walking
him to the park, whilst Lee & Danielle Reekie of Pensilva Track Livery
took on the role of transporting the range of modern horse drawn

carriages for Callington Carriage Club's first outing.
Our neighbour Gordon Willey supported in conjunction with

The Tamar Valley Historical Vehicle Club, bringing a vast array of
 Vintage & Classic Cars. Luckily for Callington one of their rallies had been

cancelled and they were available to attend and enjoy the day.

pensilvatracklivery@gmail.com

Above left: Portreeve Mike Tagg & Town Crier Tony Stentiford
Above right: Tamar Valley Historical Vehicle Club

Barefoot 
rehab livery for
headshaking,

laminitis, ppid,ems
arthritis & weight

management 

Congratulations to the Town Forum, to all the volunteers
 and in particular to Aileen Moore on such a successfull event.

A huge thank you also to our friend Robert (Chiltern Horses) 
for bringing  along his Dutch Street Organ playing traditional 

and modern tunes for all the families to enjoy

Smurf strutted his stuff to the Pirates of
the Carribean theme music and whinnied
every time the organ stopped. For his first
trip out without other equine company he
was a little star! Rob is the owner of the
Shire & Clydesdales who were resident 
here at Beech Park. Quite a difference to 
 handling a 8hh pony instead of 18hh!



COMMUNITY MATTERS

A Thank You card from one of our charity donations is a tad spooky!
The universe never fails to amaze me. By spooky co-incidence we received a
Thank You card for funds donated to a local charity. (The funds were raised
from donations for disability aids, retrieved from house clearances and saved
from landfill/recycling) Unbeknown to the sender of the card, we have been
assisting with putting a pair together with a few friends. Ooer! Spotty & Bay!
A similar thing happened before, when my Mother gave me a Christmas card
and two weeks later I bought Guinness to break to drive and took in Nutty a
Dartmoor belonging to the Coombs of Dupath. Nutty is still with us 10 years
later but sadly both Guinness & his matching pair also called Guinness, our
commercial driving pair, were stolen 6 years ago & never retrieved. :(

Many clients will recognise David Crawley
David is always the first to bid on charity lots and

donate his time to the local community.
His wife Lyn has just run a Half Marathon

in aid of Prostate Cancer Uk. 
Lyn is fund raising and says:

"I am running for this Charity because David has recently
been diagnosed with Prostate Cancer and whilst we are
hopeful of a good prognosis for him, many other men

are not so fortunate. Watching the Channel 4 SU2C
programmes, I never really expected the "1 in 2 people

in the UK will be affected by Cancer" quote to come true
so close to home; but it did. I have run 10km fairly

regularly over the years but a Half Marathon is a real
Challenge, so I hope that my friends and family will

support me, in my effort to support this important and
now truly personally connected Charity.

Donating through JustGiving is simple, fast and totally
secure. Your details are safe with JustGiving - they'll

never sell them on or send unwanted emails. Once you
donate, they'll send your money directly to the charity.

So it's the most efficient way to donate - saving time and
cutting costs for the charity."

WE SEND DAVID OUR WARMEST WISHES
FOR A SWIFT & SAFE RECOVERY.

t

1 in 2 people in the UK will be affected by cancer.

click the blue bar to kindly donate

One of the UK's eldest mixed gender triplets faces a second mastectomy at
82yrs.The triplets were born in 1939 the youngest of  11 children.

After losing their Father at a young age, their Mother had the enormous task of
raising a large family alone.  Gillian had her first mastectomy at 51yrs of age and
was not expecting at 82 to have to undergo a second, after being cancer free for

all those years. The reason this triplet is so special is because she is our Mum.

If ever there was a lady
to prove that there is hope
it is Julie Knott.. This
amazing lady has kept the
faith to fight off cancer on
numerous occasions . 

Even after tragically losing her partner 
at the start of Covid she always remains 

bright in colour and character.
We are pleased to say that she is in remission

& is swearing by the added self treatment
of eating over-ripe bananas

click on her image to read more about TNF.
 
 

IN MEMORIAM
We were deeply sorry to

hear of the passing of
jewellery & antique dealer

Nathan Hume 
in his early 50s

 losing his year long battle
to Liver Cancer. 
RIP our friend.

 
 

Our condolences & deepest sympathy
are with his family and friends.

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/britainsoceancityhalfmarathon2021-lyncrawley
https://afcr.org/en/tumour-necrosis-factor-tnf-in-bananas-help-prevent-cancer/
https://afcr.org/en/tumour-necrosis-factor-tnf-in-bananas-help-prevent-cancer/

